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Abstract 

Personalized recommendation directly decides the result set pushed to users and affects the quality of personalized information 

service. And analysis of user behavior is the key to realize personalized recommendation. The paper studies the user behavior mining 

based on content and VecPat-tree. When mining based on content, compound word judgment is joined in segmentation process, and 

the concept of keyword position factor is added to keyword weight calculation. When mining based on VecPat-tree, the paper 

proposed the algorithm based on VecPat-tree to process user behavior mining. The algorithm based on VecPat-tree uses the strategy 

of binary tree growth to avoid unnecessary projected database and effectively distinguish distribution and partial support. The paper 

simulated 193000 browse records of users in the experimental database to compare PrefixSpan algorithm and the algorithm based on 

VecPat-tree in many aspects, such as running time. And the experimental results show that the algorithm based on VecPat-tree can be 

more effective than PrefixSpan algorithm in achieving personalized recommendation to improve the quality of personalized 
information service. 
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1 Introduction  

 

As a kind of service concept, personalized information 

service is put forward in the field of information service 

is not accidental. It is developed with the computer tech-

nology, network technology and the modern information 

processing technology. In recent years, personalized 

information service has always been a research hot spot. 

A large number of theoretical studies and practical 

application proved that the implementation of personalized 

recommendation and optimization of personalized service 

strategy have a positive effect to improve customer satis-

faction and loyalty to the enterprise, and to increase profit 

and core competitiveness of the enterprise [1-3]. 

2 User behaviour mining based on content 

2.1 CALCULATION OF THE WEIGHTED WORD 

 

Keyword weight calculation is not merely a word fre-

quency statistics, but also weights their importance accor-

ding to their different positions. This method is called 

weighted word frequency statistics. 

Chinese page format on internet is HTML mostly. 

According to HTML tags, keywords’ position in the page 

can be judged, thus importance of keywords in the page 

can be judged too. 

Tag value is represented by Pk, and tag type is 

represented by k. Assumed: P0 =10 (Title), P1=5 (Primary 

Title), P2=4 (Secondary Title), P3=3 (Third Title), 

P4=1(Body). 

So Wc, that is weighted word frequency of each 

keyword T in the page, can be calculated by formula (1): 

k
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  ,                                                  (1) 

where Wc is the weighted word frequency, Numk is the 

number of keyword T’s occurrence in the first k type tag; 

Pk is the weight of the first k type tag. 

Keywords are derived from page feature vectors. 

Keyword weight W should be obtained by recalculating 

combined Wc and Wa .Weight W of keyword T in each 

page feature vector can be calculated by formula (2): 

 

c aW W W     ,                                                          (2) 

 

where W is the Weight of keyword T, Wc is the weighted 

word frequency obtained by content mining, Wa is the 

page behavior weight obtained by behavior mining. 

After calculating the keyword weight, it is need to 

integrate all pages feature vectors to form the final user 

behaviour model. User's interest for a period of time 

basically is fixed, therefore in the integration of all page 

keywords, keywords will inevitably occur repeatedly. 

Thus for any two page feature vectors, if they have the 
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same keywords, the weights of the keywords should be 

accumulated. 

2.2 CALCULATION OF COMPOUND WORDS 

 

When dividing the words of the document, a compound 

word is cut into two words frequently. For example, "data 

mining" will often be cut into "data" and "mining" two 

words. Therefore, it is necessary to use a compound word 

generation algorithm after dividing words. 

Using formula (3) to calculate the probability of two 

words composing a compound word: 

 

-xy x y xyf f f f f ,                                            (3) 

 

where fx is the word frequency of word X, fy is the word 

frequency of word Y, fxy is the word frequency of word XY. 

When f> 1%, XY should be a compound word. Thus the 

segmentation result will be modified and XY is recorded 

as a phrase. 

 

3 User behavior mining based on VecPat-tree 

 

Sequence pattern mining problem is put forward by 

Agrawal and Srikant for the first time in 1995 [14]. Many 

application areas are related to the sequence pattern 

mining [15]. While browsing a Web page, the user 

behavior pattern can be seen as a sequence pattern. By 

mining user behavior, the user's browsing law can be 

drawn, and his interests and hobbies can be explored. 

 

3.1 BASIC CONCEPT 

 

User behavior database D is collection of <ID, S> tuples, 

as table 1. In table 1, ID is user ID, and S is user behavior 

pattern. 

If  is a subsequence of S, the tuple <ID,S> includes 

. The support of  in user behavior database is the 

number of , referred to as supports(). min_sup is a 

positive integer, and it represents the minimum support 

threshold. If supports() ≥ min_sup,  is considered to be 

frequent in database D. 

 
TABLE 1 User behavior database D 

ID d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 

2 1 0 1 0 1 1 

3 1 0 0 1 1 1 

4 1 0 0 0 1 1 

 

Definition 1 VecPat-tree A vector pattern tree has to 

be defined as a rooted tree T=<V(T),E(T)>. Wherein, 

V(T) is the set of nodes, each node v represents a (or W) 

value and support distribution of the sequence element, 

denoted as v.value and v.sup. E(T) is a (directed) edge 

set, )()()( TVTVTE  . A constraint condition: 

)(TVv , supmin_sup. v . A VecPat-tree is built 

according to user behavior database. The path of from its 

root node to each leaf node is a sequence pattern. 

3.2 USER BEHAVIOR MINING ALGORITHM BASED 

ON VECPAT-TREE 

 

According to the above concepts, user behavior mining 

algorithm based on VecPat-tree is given below. 

 

Algorithm: use VecPat-tree to mine user behavior 

sequence patterns through pattern growth. 

 

Input: user behavior database D; min_sup: the 

minimum support threshold. 

 

Output: user behavior pattern set. 

 

Step 1: To reduce the number of I/O, input user 

behavior sequences in database D to the hash table V. 

 

Step 2: Build a VecPat-tree. 

1) At first build the root node of the VecPat-tree, 

marked with 1. 

2) Respectively build left child node and right child 

node of the node, marked with 0 and 1. Push the path 

from the node to the root node into a stack. Then pop the 

stack and get a sequence si. si-sup(the node support) = si-

sup+1 if there is si sequence in the hash table V. If si-

sup<min_sup in a subtree, delete the subtree and mark the 

left or right child node of the node with NULL. If left 

child node and right child node of the node are all NULL, 

the node is a leaf node. Then put the node into a queue 

which used to store all leaf nodes. 

3) Recursively implement  

4) until all leaf nodes in the VecPat-tree are put into 

the queue. 

 

Step3: Generating user behavior pattern set. 
Stack s ;  //initial stack s 

for each leaf node si(siQueue) do 

    repeat  

        s.add(si)  // push stack  

        si= si+1    // back to the parent node 

    until si == null 

    repeat 

        sF += s.pop( ) // generate sequences 

    until s is empty 

end for 

Result = UsF 

 

Step 4: Remove the end containing 0 of the 

sequence, and then judge whether the deleted sequence is 

prefix of other sequences in sequence patterns set. If so, 

the sequence is deleted to remove redundancy. At last, 

output user behavior patterns set. 
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4 Experiment 

 

The paper simulated 193000 browse records of users who 

visited a WEB page more than 20 times within 100 days. 

The records are put in the experimental database.  

PrefixSpan algorithm and the algorithm based on 

VecPat-tree are compared here. The experimental results 

show that number and length of sequences in sequence 

pattern result sets obtained by the algorithm based on 

VecPat-tree are significantly higher than PrefixSpan 

algorithm, especially in the case where the threshold 

value is smaller. And sequence pattern result set of the 

algorithm based on VecPat-tree contains sequence pattern 

result set of PrefixSpan algorithm. Because PrefixSpan 

algorithm missed repeat sequence patterns containing 

longer interval generated by user periodic visit. However, 

the algorithm based on VecPat-TREE can well dig out 

such repeat sequence patterns. All of above are shown in 

Figure 1, Figure 2, and Table 2. 
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 FIGURE 1 Comparison of sequence pattern number under different 

support 
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of sequence pattern length under different 

support 

 

 

TABLE 2 Comparison of sequence pattern number and length under 
different support 

Support Algorithm based on VecPat-tree PrefixSpan 

10% 
Length: 22 

Numbers: 736 

Length: 16 

Numbers: 353 

20% 
Length: 22 

Numbers: 382 

Length: 11 

Numbers: 131 

30% 
Length: 18 

Numbers: 253 

Length: 7 

Numbers: 90 
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FIGURE 3 Comparison of running time at the same support (2) 

 

Two algorithms are applicable in the sparse and 
dense data sets, and their advantages are more obvious in 
the dense data set. They can effectively to compress the 
data processing, and do not produce the candidate set. 
When need to add constraint conditions, two algorithms 
both can be extended easily. However running time of 
PrefixSpan algorithm is more than the algorithm based on 
VecPat-tree at the same support as shown in figure 3. 

 

5 Conclusions 

 
How to help people obtain the information needed from the 
overload information has become a problem to be solved. 
A personalized information service provides a new way to 
solve this problem. Personalized recommendation directly 
affects the quality of personalized information service. 

The paper studies the user behavior mining based on 

content and VecPat-tree. When mining based on content, 

compound word judgment is joined in segmentation pro-

cess, and the concept of keyword position factor is added 

to keyword weight calculation. When mining based on 

VecPat-tree, the paper proposed the user behavior mining 

algorithm based on VecPat-tree, which uses the strategy 

of binary tree growth to avoid unnecessary projected da-

tabase and effectively distinguish distribution and partial 

support. Also, the experimental results show that number 

and length of sequences in sequential pattern result sets 

obtained by algorithm based on VecPat-tree are signify-

cantly higher than PrefixSpan algorithm, especially in the 

case where the threshold value is smaller. At the same 

support, running time of PrefixSpan algorithm is more 

than the algorithm based on VecPat-tree. In addition, it is 

more difficult to realize PrefixSpan algorithm than the 

algorithm based on VecPat-tree. 

Therefore, the algorithm based on VecPat-tree can 

be more effective in achieving personalized recommen-

dations to improve the quality of personalized infor-

mation services. 
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